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Beyond GivingTuesday:  
Maintaining Momentum into Year End

CATAPULT YOUR YEAR-END FUNDRAISING: Use your GivingTuesday campaign 
as the major launch of your year-end giving campaigns. Year after year, most 
organizations see the largest amount of giving in the last two months of the year. 
Many individuals and households also look at the end of the year as their last 
chance to make a donation that may reduce their tax bill in the following year.

STEWARD CROWDFUNDING DONORS: When you segment supporters for 
your year-end campaigns, be sure to also segment those who gave through 
crowdfunding campaigns like GivingTuesday. Studies show that people who 
give through crowdfunding campaigns plan to donate that way again in the 
future. Organizations that don’t focus on stewarding their crowdfunding donors 
are missing out on more support.

THE VALUE OF TESTIMONIES: Most people in philanthropy have focused on 
gifts of time, talents, and treasures. COVID-19 and the success of crowdfunding 
campaigns like GivingTuesday have shown that testimonies are even more 
important than treasures. People want to know that they are investing in 
organizations who they trust. These testimonies of trust and support provided 
through social media shares and peer-to-peer fundraising pages build more 
trust and confidence in the organization than any staff member can provide to 
prospective donors.

PHILANTHROPY ISN’T JUST ABOUT MONEY: Although monetary fundraising 
goals are a larger focus during GivingTuesday and year-end campaigns, 
philanthropy isn’t just about dollars. Don’t let your monetary goals exclude 
those who have received services or funding from your organization from 
the empowering feeling of giving back in some way. Use this opportunity to 
champion your supporters in all their forms - the volunteers, the advocates and 
everyone else raising awareness for your cause.

STEWARD TEST DONATIONS: Keep in mind that donors may give a test 
donation to your GivingTuesday campaign. Test donations are very popular 
with millennials, who have become more philanthropic over the last couple of 
years due to the influence of social media. Test donations are also popular with 
prospective major giving and planned-giving donors. If you properly steward 
test donors, they will give again and in larger amounts.
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